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Why Tests Are Necessary
Testing students is nothing new. Good teachers have always tried to measure how well their students are learning.
They have used tests to recognize student achievement and uncover learning problems. Without measuring student
achievement, the only criteria governing student grades and promotion would be behavior in class and attendance.
Testing has only recently emerged as an issue because tax payers are asking more tough questions about the
performance of schools and students. They are seeking more good information about school and student
performance. The results of teacher-designed exams and a wide assortment of "off the shelf" tests are helpful, but
they shed little light on school performance and academic program impact.

9 Myths about Testing
Myth: Testing suppr esses teaching and lear ning.
The Reality: A teacher is effective when a student lear ns. It is impossible to deter mine teaching effectiveness
without determining learning results. A teacher can present a great lesson, but if the students do not understand,
then the lesson has no value. Testing students on what they are taught has always been a part of teaching. The
process of testing students on what they are learning over a course of instruction is universally understood and
appreciated. Testing helps teachers understand what their students need, helps students understand what they need
to learn, and helps parents understand how they might help their children.
Myth: Testing nar r ows the cur r iculum by r ewar ding test-taking skills.
The Reality: Although a quality education r eaches far beyond the confines of any specific test, annual testing
is important. It establishes benchmarks of student knowledge. Tests keyed into rigorous state academic standards
provide a measure of student knowledge and skills.
Myth: Testing pr omotes " teaching to the test."
The Reality: Testing is par t of teaching and lear ning. Gifted and inspir ing teacher s use tests to motivate
students, as well as, to assess to their learning. Effective teachers recognize the value of testing and know how to
employ testing in instruction.
Myth: Testing does not measur e what a student should know.
The Reality: In a str ong accountability system, the cur r iculum is dr iven by academic standar ds, and annual
tests are tied to the standards. With this in place, tests not only measure what a student should know but also
provide a good indication of whether or not the student has learned the material covered by the curriculum.
Myth: Annual testing places too much emphasis on a single exam.

The Reality: Most Amer icans see the impor tance of visiting a physician for an annual checkup because they
recognize the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle and monitoring their health throughout the year. Annual
testing provides important information on student achievement. Annual testing enables teachers and parents to
know how best to improve student performance and diagnose problems that might be associated with poor
performance. If a single annual test were the only device a teacher used to gauge student performance, it would
indeed be inadequate. Effective teachers assess their students in various ways during the school year. As they do
this, they monitor student achievement to help to ensure that their students will excel on annual exams.
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Myth: Testing discr iminates against differ ent styles of test taker s.
The Reality: A well-designed evaluation system accommodates unique needs. Evaluating the performance of all
students is not easy. Some students do have trouble taking tests. Some students score poorly for reasons outside the
classroom. A good evaluation system will reflect the diversity of student learning and achievement.
Myth: Testing pr ovides little helpful infor mation and accomplishes nothing.
The Reality: A good evaluation system pr ovides invaluable infor mation that can help diagnose achievement
problems. Testing gives information that is necessary for teachers and parents to make informed decisions about
instruction and curriculum in the classroom, school, district, and even at home. Testing insures the same high
standards are taught in each classroom and school. Testing gives useful information and changes the way schools
operate.
Myth: Testing hur ts those of lower socio-economic, those in minority ethnicities and those with disabilities.
The Reality: Millions of young people—many from low-income families, many minorities and those with
disabilities - are being left behind every day because of low expectations about their academic achievement and
inadequate measures to determine academic achievement. These are the students who stand to benefit the most
from annual testing. A strong accountability system will make it impossible to ignore achievement gaps where they
exist. Moreover, where testing systems are now in place, low-income and minority students are indeed excelling.
Not only are these students excelling, but using the same good teaching techniques has helped all students do
better in school.
Myth: Testing will incr ease dr opout r ates and cr eate physical and emotional illness in childr en.
The Reality: The over whelming major ity of students who dr op out of school do so because they ar e
frustrated. They cannot read or write or learn. Testing helps with the early identification of students who are having
trouble learning so they may get the services they need to succeed. Testing, in any form, does sometimes cause
anxiety. Effective teachers understand this and help students prepare for it. Testing is a part of life, and young
people need to be equipped to how to deal with it.
The information in this fact sheet is adapted from an article in Wright’s Law.
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